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Organisations will also usually need to demonstrate that they

have CONSENT before passing customer details on to

another organisation.

Consent is central to the rules on 

direct marketing. 
Organisations will generally need an individual’s CONSENT

before they can send marketing texts, emails or faxes

or make any automated marketing calls.

To be valid, CONSENT must be knowingly and freely

given, clear and specific. Organisations should keep

records of what an individual has consented to, including when

and how this consent was obtained.



Opt-in boxes may involve boxes where a tick

indicates that the person agrees to receiving

the specified marketing.

Best practice is to provide a clear unticked opt-

in box (for each type of electronic marketing)

and invite the person to confirm their

agreement by ticking. This is the safest way of

demonstrating consent, as it requires a positive

choice by the individual to give clear and

explicit consent.

An opt-out box on the other hand, is a box that

the user must tick to object or opt out of

receiving marketing messages. However, this

does not automatically mean that the user has

consented (e.g. user may not have seen the opt-

out box if they were using a smartphone or

small screen). For this reason, a clear opt-in

box is the recommended approach.
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PRE-TICKED OPT-IN BOXES ARE BANNED UNDER THE GDPR.

LANGUAGE USED, IN ALL CASES, SHOULD BE CLEAR AND EASY TO UNDERSTAND.



Organisations can generally only send

marketing texts or emails to individuals if

that person has specifically consented to

receiving them. Indirect consent is unlikely

to be sufficient.

They have obtained the contact details in 

the course of a sale (or negotiations for 

a sale) of a product or service to that 

person; 

they are only marketing their own similar 

products or services (i.e. the soft opt-in 

exception can only apply to commercial 

marketing therefore charities, political 

parties or not-for-profit bodies would 

not be able to rely on this exception); and 

they gave the person an opportunity to 

refuse or opt out of the marketing, both 

when first collecting the details and in 

every message thereafter.

Soft Opt-in
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GENERAL RULE: ONLY WITH CONSENT 

Do I need consent to send marketing texts or emails?

Although organisations may generally send marketing
texts or emails only with specific consent, there is an
exception to this rule for existing customers. This is known
as -

This means organisations can send marketing texts or
emails if:



Organisations can make live unsolicited marketing calls, if it is fair and lawful 

to do so, but must not call any number listed under the OPT-OUT REGISTER

unless the subscriber has specifically told them that they do not object to 

their calls. 
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For more information about how to subscribe to the Opt-Out Register or how to

request the list of numbers, please contact us.

In effect the OPT-OUT REGISTER acts as a general opt-out 

option for receiving marketing calls. 
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Rules on automated calls – that is, calls made by an automated dialling system which play a recorded message – are strict. 

All automated calls must give the identity of the caller,

and a contact address (or freephone number if

applicable). Organisations must allow their number (or

an alternative contact number) to be displayed to the

person receiving the call.

Organisations can only make automated marketing calls

to people who have specifically consented to receiving

automated calls from them. Consent to receive live calls

is not sufficient.



Marketing lists can be compiled in different ways and vary widely in quality. A good marketing list will be up to date,

accurate, and reliably record specific consent for marketing.

A list might contain data compiled in-house from customer contacts who have bought goods or services in the past or it might be a

bought-in list of people your organisation has never dealt with directly. Either way, valid consent is key to creating marketing lists and

organisations must keep records of who consented, when, how, and what they were told.

Act fairly and lawfully when selling a marketing list. Individuals

must be clear that their details would be passed on to third

parties for marketing purposes and their consent must be

obtained for this. The third party controller relying on the

consent should be specifically named.

Organisations buying a marketing list must make rigorous checks to satisfy

themselves that the third party obtained the personal data fairly and

lawfully, that the individuals understood their details would be passed on for

marketing purposes, and that they have the necessary consent for the buyer

specifically.

Organisations buying a list should also consider providing their own privacy

notice to the individuals concerned as soon as possible, unless it would be

disproportionate to do so.
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